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(54) RECOGNITION MODULE AFFINITY

(57) A system and method to receive a spoken utter-
ance and convert the spoken utterance into a recognized
speech results through multiple automatic speech rec-
ognition modules. Multiple conversation modules inter-
pret the recognized speech results. The system and

method assign an affinity status to one or more of the
multiple automatic speech recognition modules. An af-
finity status restricts the conversion of a subsequent spo-
ken utterance to a selected automatic speech recognition
module or modules.
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Description

Background

1. PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 62/547,461, filed August
18, 2017, titled "Recognition Module Affinity," which is
herein incorporated by reference.

2. Technical Field

[0002] This disclosure relates to a speech recognition
architecture and specifically to an automatic speech rec-
ognition architecture that supports multiple speech rec-
ognition systems.

3. Related Art

[0003] Automatic speech recognitions (ASR) systems
allow users to interface electronic systems with their voic-
es. Many systems convert speech to text, but are limited
to specific subject matter domains. For example, some
ASRs are well suited for making reservations, such as
the reservations for hotel rooms. Other ASR systems are
well suited for home automation. Unfortunately, the fail-
ure to connect to a wide range of subject matter domains
via a single system often leads to "recognition errors"
and causes break downs in communication.

SUMMARY

[0004] Accordingly there is provided a system, method
and computer program as detailed in the claims that fol-
low.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] The disclosure is better understood with refer-
ence to the following drawings and description. The ele-
ments in the figures are not necessarily to scale, empha-
sis instead being placed upon illustrating the principles
of the disclosure. Moreover, in the figures, like referenced
numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the
different views.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an ASR system.
FIG. 2 is a client-server framework for interfacing
local and remote speech recognition modules
through an ASR substructure.
FIG. 3 is an ASR service flow.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of ASR modules.
Fig. 5 is an alternate block diagram of an ASR sys-
tem.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] Automatic speech recognition, ASR, systems
and processes (referred to as an ASR system) provide
speech recognition services from end-to-end. The ASR
systems support one or more recognition modules that
convert speech-to-text (STT) or an utterance-to-text. The
ASR systems may provide services to other components
through interfaces that hide the existence of remote or
third party recognition software. That software may be
replaced without affecting the rest of the ASR system.
The ASR systems perform extensible speech recognition
functions through modules. The modules have two parts:
an interface that enables interaction with other modules
and/or entities and software that executes various ASR
functions. The modules interact with an input-output ASR
controller that manages the ASR conversations, invokes
various modules, and assigns an affinity status to one or
more speech recognition services in response to a prior
speech recognition result, a designation within a config-
uration file, and/or upon a user’s request. An affinity is a
preference that causes the input-output ASR controller
to route future utterances to a specific recognition module
or a set of recognition modules.
[0007] In FIG. 1, recognition modules 102-108 inter-
face an ASR abstraction layer 110. The recognition mod-
ules 102-108 include on-demand and local recognition
modules. The on-demand recognition modules 102 and
104 provide shared computer-processing resources
through the cloud (e.g., an internet-based computing).
The local recognition module 106 and 108 provide local
recognition services to the input-output ASR controller
112.
[0008] In FIG. 1, the conversation modules 114-122
are domain experts decoupled from speech recognition
providers so that the conversation modules 114-122 work
with multiple recognition modules. The conversation
modules 114-122 process the interpreted speech provid-
ed by a recognition service via the recognition modules
102-108 or interpreted speech provided by the natural
language processor 150 in lieu of the interpretation pro-
vided by the recognition service to execute various func-
tions. While multiple conversation modules are shown in
FIG. 1, alternate systems include more conversation
modules. The conversation modules handle specific
types of recognized results and assign a rating or a score
that allows the input-output ASR controller 112 to deter-
mine which recognition module or set of recognition mod-
ules should handle the next turn (e.g., convert the next
spoken utterance to text) if an affinity status is not previ-
ously designated. In FIG. 1, the domain experts include
an initiator module 114 that transmits and subscribes to
objects through publish-and-subscribe services. The
publish-and-subscribe module 126 interfaces push-to-
talk logic 128 and voice Human Machine Interface (HMI)
logic 130. The publish-and-subscribe module 126 also
interfaces a phone module 132 and one or more external
domain experts such as the navigation module 134 ac-
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cessed through a navigation interface 138. Media logic
136 interfaces a media engine 140 and the messaging
conversation module 118 interfaces messaging logic 120
through an invocation framework 142. In some systems,
conversation modules designated by the input-output
ASR controller 112 maintain state. A speech session may
comprise the time in which only the designated conver-
sation modules process the recognized speech results.
Alternatively, a session may be the time in which it takes
the ASR system to determine and complete a task.
[0009] The input-output ASR controller 112 may be
triggered by a recognition module that monitors audio for
a wakeup phrase, an initiator module 114 that handles
requests to initiate a speech session, or an actuation of
a user interface button that causes an update to a publish-
and-subscribe (PS) object. The system may prompt the
user for a command or an utterance. A wav prompt mod-
ule 144 may play tones or pre-recorded voice via .wav
files, and a TTS prompt module may be used to synthe-
size voice for prompts provided in textual form via prompt
module 144. The prompt module 144 may be used by
service providers and other modules (e.g., conversation
modules 114-122, recognition modules 102-108) to
render appropriate prompts).
[0010] When a speech session is initiated via a PS
update or wakeup phrase detection, the input-output
ASR controller 112 notifies the audio capture module 146
that it should begin capturing the user’s spoken utter-
ance. The input-output ASR controller 112 then passes
control to each of the recognition modules 102-108
through the ASR abstraction layer 100. Each of the rec-
ognition modules 102-108 converts the utterance to a
text string and assigns the recognition result a confidence
level to indicate how well the utterance was understood
by the recognizer. If the confidence level through all the
recognition results does not exceed a threshold, the in-
put-output ASR controller 112 will generate an error re-
sult and provide the error result to the conversation mod-
ules 114-122 that may seek to repeat the utterance or
seek information related to it.
[0011] When successful results are available, they are
provided to the ASR abstraction layer 110. When the
recognition results do not have a natural language pay-
load or have a natural language payload that may be
enhanced, the recognition results are pushed to the nat-
ural language processor adapter 148 that may access a
local or a remote natural language processor 150. The
natural language processor 150 may return a natural lan-
guage component, which may designate an interpreted
aim or purpose of an utterance known as an intent (e.g.,
an intent may be play a media selection or dial a phone
number) and/or provide data. The data may be related
to a recognition result (e.g., the weather forecast for Chi-
cago, IL if the recognized result is requesting a forecast
for Chicago). The intent for a given speech result is added
to that speech result. (e.g., a ’result’ contains both the
ASR transcription, probabilities, etc., that come from
transforming audio signals to text, but also contains the

interpretation of that text complete with classification of
intent and any extracted or generated data fields).
[0012] The input-output ASR controller 112 then pass-
es all of successful results of the recognition modules to
all of the conversation modules 114-122 to process the
recognized speech and determine which conversation
module takes over to process the recognized speech or
complete the command making it the exclusive conver-
sation module. The conversation modules 114-122 first
determine the context of the utterance (e.g., search, mul-
timedia, or phone) is relevant to its domain, which then
determines which conversation module takes preference
or precedence over the other conversation modules and
completes the action or command associated with the
utterance. The determined context of each recognized
result, fitness of each recognized result (as determined
by any suitable fitness metric), and/or etc., are also used
by each conversation module to assign a rating or a score
that allows the input-output ASR controller 112 to deter-
mine which recognition module or modules should han-
dle the next turn (e.g., convert the next spoken utterance
to text). At this point, the context and ratings/scores are
returned to the input-output ASR controller 112 from each
conversation module rendering a context, which the in-
put-output ASR controller 112 processes to determine
which recognition module is to be assigned an affinity
status. At this point, the exclusive conversation module
either completes the action or triggers another speech
recognition turn, which prompts the user for more infor-
mation that is processed with the recognition module or
modules assigned an affinity status. This process con-
tinues until an action is executed or completed. The input-
output ASR controller 112 then removes the affinity sta-
tus assigned to the designated recognition module when
state changes or a speech session ends so that a fresh
speech recognition turn can begin.
[0013] In FIG. 1, recognition module affinity status and
conversation module exclusivity status is maintained and
recorded by the input-output ASR controller 112. The in-
put-output ASR controller 112 records, which speech rec-
ognitions were selected by the conversation module and
where the selected speech recognitions came from. The
input-output ASR controller also monitors when a speech
recognition session begins and ends. Affinity status can
persist through multiple speech sessions or can be
dropped at the end of a speech session. As such, the
ASR system reduces the amount of data the ASR system
processes (as not all recognition modules process sub-
sequent speech recognition turns) and it improves sys-
tem efficiency by reducing processor loads. The ASR
system also improves speech recognition consistency
as it uses the same resources to process spoken utter-
ances within a speech recognition session. Further, the
system reduces ASR system bandwidth by not process-
ing data with recognition modules that do not have an
affinity status and/or by not processing recognized
speech with conversation modules that do not have ex-
clusive status in subsequent speech recognition turns.
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[0014] FIG. 2 is a client-server framework for interfac-
ing local and remote recognition modules or services
through an ASR substructure. The client-server frame-
work interfaces cloud-based recognizers shown as Drag-
on Drive 202 that executes a natural language process-
ing (NLP) that supports private actions (e.g., book a res-
taurant reservation, etc.). Dragon Drive supports a wake-
up service module 204 that allow users to initiate voice
recognition by speaking predefined phrases. It also sup-
ports a barge-in service module 206 that allows the ASR
system to listen to a user’s speech while ignoring any
sounds that originate from the ASR’s prior speech rec-
ognition event as speech is rendered through a phone
or a vehicle cabin, for example.
[0015] The client-server framework of FIG. 2 may in-
clude two, three, or more remote recognition services,
including the two shown: Dragon Drive 202 and Hound
208. The recognition services may support mutually ex-
clusive subject matter domains and/or overlapping sub-
ject matter domains or topics. In FIG. 2, the speech rec-
ognition results are prompted to the ASR abstraction lay-
er 110 through service framework interfaces 212. The
input-output ASR controller 112, which determines which
recognition service will process the next utterance, proc-
esses the context returned by the remote recognition
services or module. At this point, the exclusive conver-
sation service selected either completes the action or
triggers another recognition turn, which prompts the user
for more information. Responses to the prompt or the
result may be passed to the initiator module 114, which
transmits the results to the exemplary external applica-
tion modules 200 shown in FIG. 2.
[0016] When the recognition results from the remote
recognition services do not have a natural language pay-
load or a natural language payload from the recognition
service that can be enhanced, the recognition results are
pushed to the natural language processor adapter 148
that may access local natural language resources 150.
The natural language processor adapter 148 may return
a natural language component, which may designate an
interpreted aim or purpose for an utterance and/or pro-
vide related content or data (e.g., an intent).
[0017] In FIG. 2, the recognition services interact with
the input-output ASR controller 112 that manages the
ASR conversations and assigns an affinity status to one
or more of the speech recognitions services. The affinity
status may be assigned in response to a prior speech
recognition result, a designation within a configuration
file associated with one or more of the remote recognition
services, and/or may be assigned in response to a user’s
command. By this assignment, for example, one wake
up phrase may establish an affinity for one speech rec-
ognition service, and a different wakeup phrase may es-
tablish an affinity to a separate and in some instances
remote speech recognition service from the first speech
recognition service. By these assignments, an audio
phrase such as "Alexa open my garage door" may be
sent to only to an Alexa Voice Service Module (AVSM),

while the audio phrase "Cortana check my work sched-
ule" may be sent only to the Cortana Voice Service mod-
ule that is separate and remote from the AVSM. Once
established by a wake up phrase, the affinity status is
maintained throughout speech session that was initiated.
The user command may occur by a manual user actua-
tion (via a virtual or physical button) or in response to a
user’s verbal command. When not modified by a user’s
commands, a configuration file affinity may be pre-des-
ignated, read, and applied when the ASR system begins
operation. In FIG. 2, the affinity designation causes the
input-output ASR controller 112 to route future utterances
to a specific recognition service or set of specific recog-
nition services.
[0018] FIG. 3 is an ASR service flow that operates on
a revolving basis, performing the same sequence of op-
erations as often and as required to interpret the recog-
nized speech and execute the appropriate action. In FIG.
3, a prompt triggered by the conversation modules
114-122 (that includes the initiator 114) initiates the ASR
flow at 1. The initiator 114 monitors a control line, a phone
application, or third party system for ASR events and
then starts a speech recognition turn by sending a turn
request to the ASR controller 112.
[0019] The ASR system notifies the audio capture
module 146 at 2, which then begins to capture the user’s
spoken utterance. The input-output ASR controller 112
passes control to the local and cloud recognition modules
102-108 at 3. If the user’s spoken utterance is not cap-
tured, the recognition modules 102-108 may return an
error result to be processed. If no recognition modules
102-108 return a result, the input-output ASR controller
generates an error result for the conversation modules
114 -122 to process.
[0020] On a successful capture, each of the recognition
modules 102-108 converts the utterance to a text string
via repeated exchanges at 4 and 5 and assigns the rec-
ognition result a level of confidence to indicate how well
the utterance was understood by the recognizer modules
102-108 before it is returned to the input-output ASR con-
troller 112 at 6. If the confidence level through all the
recognition results does not exceed a threshold level, the
input-output ASR controller 112 generates an error result
for the conversation modules 114-122 to process 11. The
conversation module that handles the error result may
ask that the utterance be repeated or seek information
related to it.
[0021] When the recognition results do not have a nat-
ural language payload or have a natural language pay-
load that may be enhanced, the recognition results are
pushed to the natural language processor adapter 148
that may access a local or a remote natural language
processor 150 at 7. The natural language processor 150
may return a natural language component at 8, which
may designate an interpreted aim or purpose of an utter-
ance known as an intent (e.g., an intent may be play a
media selection or dial a phone number) and/or provide
data. The data may be related to a recognition result (e.g.,
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the weather forecast for Chicago, IL if the recognized
result is requesting a forecast for Chicago).
[0022] The input-output ASR controller 112 then pass-
es all of the successful results of the recognition modules
to all of the conversation modules 114-122 (e.g.,
car_media, HVAC, navigation in FIG. 3) at 9 to execute
various actions in response to the recognized speech.
The conversation modules 114-122 first determine the
context of the utterance (e.g., search, multimedia, or
phone). The context of each recognized result, fitness of
each recognized result, and/or etc. are used by each con-
versation module to assign a rating or a score that allows
the input-output ASR controller 112 to determine which
recognition module or modules should handle the next
turn (e.g., convert the next spoken utterance to text) at
11. Prior to this point, in response to a request for ratings
from the input-output ASR controller 112 at 9, the context
and ratings/scores are returned to the input-output ASR
controller 112 from each conversation module rendering
a context at 10. The ratings/scores are processed by the
input-output ASR controller 112 to determine which rec-
ognition module is assigned an affinity status. It is further
processed by the conversation modules 114-122 to de-
termine which conversation module takes over to proc-
ess the utterance or complete the command (e.g., the
exclusive conversation module). At this point, the exclu-
sive conversation module either completes the action or
triggers another speech recognition, which prompts the
user for more information at 12 and 13. This process
continues until an action is executed, a command is ful-
filled, or a task is completed. The input-output ASR con-
troller 112 then removes the affinity status assigned to
the designated recognition module when a speech ses-
sion ends or state changes so that a fresh speech rec-
ognition turn can proceed.
[0023] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the ASR modules
and call functions that may coordinate ASR activities from
multiple recognition modules or services. The ASR sys-
tem can be modified to extend or add conversation mod-
ules and recognition modules. With its knowledge of the
framework and semantics of different recognition servic-
es such as Vocon, CloudCar, QNX, and others for ex-
ample, the ASR system can set up context for each re-
source, comply with rules, call variables, assets, and sub-
states, access intents, etc., through configuration files
associated with the conversation modules and/or recog-
nition modules. These modules interact with the input-
output ASR controller that manages the ASR conversa-
tions, invokes the various ASR modules, and assigns an
affinity status to one or more speech recognitions serv-
ices in response to a prior speech recognition result, a
designation within the configuration file, and/or in re-
sponse to a user’s request.
[0024] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a vehicle that pro-
vides voice control services for search, media, voice di-
aling, etc. The system comprises a processor 502, a non-
transitory media such as a memory 504 (the contents of
which are accessible by the processor 502) and an I/O

interface 506. The I/O interface 506 connects devices
and local and/or remote applications such as, for exam-
ple, modified or additional local and/or remote recognition
modules and local and/or remote conversation modules.
The memory 504 may store instructions which when ex-
ecuted by the processor 502 causes the system to render
some or all of the functionality associated with converting
STT, converting TTS, interpreting the recognized
speech, and executing an appropriate action. For exam-
ple, the memory 504 may store instructions which when
executed by the processor 502 causes the system to
render the functionality associated with input-output ASR
controller 510, the conversation modules 512, the audio
modules 514, the recognizer modules 516, the NLP mod-
ules 518, and the prompt modules 520.
[0025] The processors 502 may comprise a single
processor or multiple processors that may be disposed
on a single chip, on multiple devices, or distributed over
more than one system. The processors 502 may be hard-
ware that executes computer executable instructions or
computer code embodied in the memory 504 or in other
memory to perform one or more features of the systems
described herein. The processor 502 may include a cen-
tral processing unit (CPU), a graphics processing unit
(GPU), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),
a digital signal processor (DSP), a field programmable
gate array (FPGA), a digital circuit, an analog circuit, a
microcontroller, any other type of processor, or any com-
bination thereof.
[0026] The memory 504 and/or storage disclosed may
retain an ordered listing of executable instructions for im-
plementing the functions described above. The machine-
readable medium may selectively be, but not limited to,
an electronic, a magnetic, an optical, an electromagnetic,
an infrared, or a semiconductor medium. A non-exhaus-
tive list of examples of a machine-readable medium in-
cludes: a portable magnetic or optical disk, a volatile
memory, such as a Random Access Memory (RAM), a
Read-Only Memory (ROM), an Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory (EPROM or Flash memory), or a da-
tabase management system. The memory 504 may com-
prise a single device or multiple devices that may be dis-
posed on one or more dedicated memory devices or dis-
posed on a processor or other similar device. When func-
tions or steps are said to be "responsive to" or occur "in
response to" a function or a process, the device functions
or steps necessarily occur as a result of the function or
message. It is not sufficient that a function or act merely
follow or occur subsequent to another.
[0027] The memory 504 may also store a non-transi-
tory computer code, executable by processor 502. The
computer code may be written in any computer language,
such as C, C++, assembly language, channel program
code, and/or any combination of computer languages.
The memory 504 may store information in data struc-
tures.
[0028] The functions, acts or tasks illustrated in the fig-
ures or described may be executed in response to one
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or more sets of logic or instructions stored in or on non-
transitory computer readable media as well. The func-
tions, acts or tasks are independent of the particular type
of instructions set, storage media, processor or process-
ing strategy and may be performed by software, hard-
ware, integrated circuits, firmware, micro code and the
like, operating alone or in combination. In one embodi-
ment, the instructions are stored on a removable media
device for reading by local or remote systems. In other
embodiments, the logic or instructions are stored in a
remote location for transfer through a computer network
or over wireless or tangible telephone or communication
lines. In yet other embodiments, the logic or instructions
may be stored within a given computer such as, for ex-
ample, a CPU.
[0029] The ASR systems offer speech recognition
services that support local and remote SST and TTS.
The ASR system uses application-specific conversation
modules to provide speech or prompting handling
throughout the system. The conversation modules are
decoupled from the speech-recognition providers so the
modules will work with multiple ASR providers. The sys-
tem allows functionality to be added or removed through
modules. The modules may be used within telephone
systems and vehicles and may interface infotainment
processor and digital signal processors or DSPs and co-
exist and communicate with other system software. A
vehicle may include without limitation, a car, bus, truck,
tractor, motorcycle, bicycle, tricycle, quadricycle, or other
cycle, ship, submarine, boat or other watercraft, helicop-
ter, drone, airplane or other aircraft, train, tram or other
railed vehicle, spaceplane or other spacecraft, and any
other type of vehicle whether currently existing or after-
arising this disclosure. In other words, it comprises a de-
vice or structure for transporting persons or things. The
system is easy and quickly adapted to different vehicle
and cabin types and different acoustic environments con-
figurations.
[0030] Other systems, methods, features and advan-
tages will be, or will become, apparent to one with skill
in the art upon examination of the figures and detailed
description. It is intended that all such additional systems,
methods, features and advantages be included within
this description, be within the scope of the disclosure,
and be protected by the following claims.

Claims

1. An automatic speech recognition system, compris-
ing:

a processor configured to receive a spoken ut-
terance and convert the spoken utterance into
a plurality of recognized speech results through
a plurality of automatic speech recognition mod-
ules; and
the processor is further configured to interpret

each of the plurality of recognized speech re-
sults rendered by each of the plurality of auto-
matic speech recognition modules through a
plurality of natural language processing mod-
ules;
the processor is further configured to process
each of the plurality of recognized speech re-
sults through a plurality of conversation mod-
ules;
wherein the processor is further configured to
assign an affinity status to one or more of the
plurality of automatic speech recognition mod-
ules that restrict a conversion of a subsequent
spoken utterance to the one or more automatic
speech recognition modules assigned the affin-
ity status.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor as-
signs the affinity status in response to the plurality
of recognized speech results, optionally wherein the
processor assigns the affinity status from a configu-
ration file.

3. The system of claim 1 or 2, wherein the processor
assigns the affinity status prior to the conversion of
the spoken utterance into a plurality of recognized
speech results.

4. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the
processor assigns the affinity status in response to
a user request.

5. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the af-
finity status is determined from a plurality of rating
values generated by the plurality of conversation
modules.

6. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the plu-
rality of automatic speech recognition modules are
remote from the plurality of conversation modules.

7. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the ex-
tensible automatic speech recognition system com-
prises a vehicle.

8. A method that convert spoken commands to text and
interpret a recognized speech comprising:

receiving receive a spoken utterance and con-
vert the spoken utterance into a plurality of rec-
ognized speech results through a plurality of au-
tomatic speech recognition modules; and
interpreting each of the plurality of recognized
speech results rendered by each of the plurality
of automatic speech recognition modules
through a plurality of natural language process-
ing modules;
assigning an affinity status to one or more of the

9 10 
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plurality of automatic speech recognition mod-
ules that restrict a conversion of a subsequent
spoken utterance to the one or more automatic
speech recognition modules assigned the affin-
ity status.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the affinity status is
assigned in response to the plurality of recognized
speech results.

10. The method of claim 8 or 9, wherein the affinity status
is assigned prior the conversion of the spoken utter-
ance into a plurality of recognized speech results,
optionally wherein the affinity status is rendered from
a configuration file loaded when ASR begins opera-
tion.

11. The method of any one of claims 8 to 10, wherein
the affinity status is assigned in response to a user’s
verbal request.

12. The method of any one of claims 8 to 11, wherein
the affinity status is determined from a plurality of
rating values generated by the plurality of conversa-
tion modules.

13. The method of any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein
the plurality automatic speech recognition modules
are remote from the plurality of conversation mod-
ules.

14. The method of any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein
the method is executed by a vehicle.

15. A computer program which when executed on a
speech recognition system os is configured to carry
out the method of any one of claims 8 to 14.
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